Design and Simulation of a Clamped-Clamped Micromechanical Beam AM Frequency Mixer-Filter
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Abstract:
In the last decade Micromechanical components for communication applications has been fabricated via IC-compatible MEMS technologies. In fact, its most important impact is not at the component level, but rather at the system level, by offering alternative transceiver architectures that reduce power consumption and enhance performance. In this paper a mixer-filter for AM frequency receiver with MEMS based on one clamped-clamped beam resonator is presented. Mixing and filtering functions are achieved by one component. By combining mixer and filter in one component, in addition to size reduction for portable communication devices, power consumption is also reduced. Mixer-filter can down-convert the RF frequency of 1.655 MHz to IF frequency of 455 kHz with a bandwidth of 8 kHz by local oscillator frequency of 2.11 MHz. This technique can be used for much higher RF frequencies. The unloaded Q of this device is 7714 and it could be used as narrow band filter, this design has high linearity too with IIP3 13.6dBm. Above all, by integrating this mixer filter with the rest of the circuit it is more economical than other conventional receivers.
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1. Introduction

Mechanical resonators like quartz crystals and SAW resonators are widely used in communication circuits for their high-Q, high selectivity and enough stability against temperature. These components are off-chip that interfaces with signal processing circuitry at the board level and this causes an important bottleneck to miniaturization and performance of super heterodyne transceivers. Micromachining technologies make possible high-Q on-chip micromechanical resonators [1]. IC compatibility, size reduction and power-savings are reasons for replacing SAW and crystals by equivalent MEMS devices. Using one component for mixing and IF filtering addition to size reduction for portable communication systems, power consumption decreased considerably due of absence of matching problem between mixer output and subsequent filters. Furthermore, impedance mismatches between the mixer output and filter input can contribute additional insertion loss in receive and transmit paths [2]. MEMs resonator has designed in various shape respect to their operating frequency. In sensor application the resonate frequency is usually below 100 KHz, thus reach to high sensitive device use techniques that extend linearity and displacement amplitude, such as interdigitated comb-capacitive transducers and folded-beam suspensions [3]. Clamped-clamped resonators usually in low and medium frequency, for higher frequency bulk resonators in circle and rectangular shapes are used [4,5].

Medium frequency receivers are used in AM broadcasting and maritime mobile service. Mixer-filter with 27MHz and 37MHz IF frequency using two clamped-clamped beam [6,7] and CMOS-MEMS mixer-filter in 433KHz and 6.4MHz IF frequency have been demonstrated [8,9]. These structures used two clamped-clamped beams with a narrowband coupling beam which is increases the probability of failure. In this paper mixer-filter in 455 KHz frequency with one clamped-clamped beam is proposed and discusses about its design and characteristic. Using one beam has some advantage such as eliminating the failure caused by coupling beam as well as reduction in occupied area. This technique can be used for much higher frequencies by improving RF characteristics of MEMS switch [10-14] although it limited by minimum and maximum accepted length of beam.

The paper is organized as follows. The proposed mixer-filter structure is presented in Section 2. Section 3 gives a brief introduction of micromechanical resonators and their formulation. The equivalent mechanical and electrical circuit of resonators presented in section 4 and 5 respectively. Section 6 gives the design procedure to reached mentioned operating frequency. The designed Mixer-Filter characteristic is presented in section 7. Section 8 concludes this paper.

2. Mixer-Filter Structure and Operation

Proposed mixer-filter is designed by one clamped-clamped beam as shown in Fig. 1. Excitations configuration are also shown in this figure. L and h are the length and height of resonator, W is the width of electrode, d is the gap between resonator and electrodes and W is the resonator’s width which is not shown in figure.

The key to mixing in this device is its capacitive electromechanical transducer, which converts electrical energy (i.e., voltage) to mechanical energy (i.e., force) via a square law transfer function. This force can be expressed as

\[ F = \frac{1}{2} \left( V_{dc} - v_{LO} + v_{RF} \right) \left( \frac{\partial C}{\partial x} \right) = -v_{LO} v_{RF} \frac{\partial C}{\partial x} + \ldots \]

where \( C \) is the electrode to beam capacitor. Thanks to this nonlinear relation the IF frequency \( \omega_{IF} = \omega_{LO} - \omega_{RF} \) produce; if resonant frequency of beam set to IF frequency it operates as a filter which passes IF frequency and eliminates other frequencies in equation 1. Beam vibration works as time variable capacitor, with DC voltage applied to this capacitor, current is generated in output electrode. Magnitude of this current is calculated by following equation.

\[ i_{x2} = V_{dc} \frac{\partial C_2}{\partial x} \frac{\partial x}{\partial t} \]

which \( x \) is vertical displacement, \( \frac{\partial C_2}{\partial x} \) is electrode to beam capacitor variation at the output transducer. The current \( i_{x2} \) is then directed to output resistor which is proper termination impedance. Output voltage then buffered, amplified and used after that.

3. Micromechanical Resonators

Center frequency of mechanical resonator is equal to the mixer-filter’s output frequency. The selected microresonator design not only must be able to achieve...
the needed frequency but also must do so with adequate linearity and tunability, and with sufficient Q. Resonance frequency of a beam is calculated by

\[ f_0 = \frac{1}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{k_m}{m}} \]  

[15]. The resonance frequency of a clamped-clamped beam depends on geometry, structural material properties, stress, the magnitude of the applied dc-bias voltage VDC, and surface topography. Accounting for these while neglecting finite width effects, an expression for resonance frequency can be written as

\[ f_0 = f_{res} \left[ 1 - g(d, V) \right]^{1/2} = \frac{1}{2\pi} \sqrt{\frac{k_m - k_e}{m}} \]  

(3)

where \( E \) and \( \rho \) are the Young’s modulus and density of the structural material. \( h \) and \( L_r \) are thickness and length of beam as specified in Fig. 1. \( f_{res} \) is the nominal mechanical resonance frequency of the resonator if there were no electrodes or applied voltages; the function \( g \) models the effect of an electrical spring stiffness \( k_e \) that appears when electrodes and voltages are introduced and that subtracts from the mechanical stiffness \( k_m \); and \( \kappa \) is a scaling factor that models the effects of surface which is predictable using finite element analysis.

4. Equivalent Mechanical Circuit

For proper design, it's easier to define an equivalent lumped-parameter mass-spring-damper mechanical circuit for resonator which shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Equivalent Mechanical Circuit](image)

Equivalent circuit’s values are obtained by following equations [16].

\[ m_r(y) = \frac{K E_{tot}}{(1/2)(v(y)))} = \frac{\rho W h}{2} \int \frac{X_{mode}(y')}{X_{mode}(y')} \]  

(4)

\[ X_{mode}(y') = \zeta (\cos ky - \cosh ky) + (\sin ky - \sinh ky) \]  

(5)

\[ K = 4.730/L_r \]  

and \( \zeta = -1.01781 \) for the fundamental mode, \( KE_{tot} \) is the peak kinetic energy in the system, \( v(y) \) is the velocity at location \( y \), and dimensional parameters are given in Fig. 1. \( X_{mode} \) is the shape function which is given in (5). The equivalent spring stiffness follows readily from resonance frequency equation and (4) and is given by

\[ k_e = \omega_{nom}^2 m_r(y) \]  

(6)

Finally the damping factor is given by

\[ c_r(y) = \sqrt{\frac{k_e(y) m_r(y)}{Q_{nom}}} = \omega_{nom} m_r(y) \frac{1}{Q_{nom}} = k_m(y) \frac{1}{Q_{nom}} \]  

(7)

\[ k_m(y) = \omega_{nom}^2 m_r(y) \]  

(8)

\( k_m \) is the mechanical stiffness of the resonator alone, without the influence of applied voltages and electrodes and \( Q_{nom} \) is the quality factor of the resonator under the same conditions.

5. Electrical Equivalent Circuit

Conveniently model is needed to analyses and simulates the impedance behavior of this mechanical resonator in an electromechanical circuit. Fig. 3. presents the equivalent electrical circuit, in which transformers model both electrical and mechanical couplings to and from the resonator, which itself is modeled by a core LCR circuit—the electrical analogy to a mass-spring-damper system—with element values corresponding to actual values of mass, stiffness, and damping as given by (4)–(7). In this circuit, the current electromechanical analogy is utilized and summarized in table.1.

![Fig. 3. Equivalent electrical circuit](image)

**table. 1. Mechanical-to-electrical correspondence**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanical variable</th>
<th>Electrical variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resistance, R</td>
<td>Damping, c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitance, C</td>
<td>Stiffness, k'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductance, L</td>
<td>Mass, m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage, V</td>
<td>Force, f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current, I</td>
<td>Velocity, v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When looking into the electrode port of the equivalent resonator circuit of Fig. 3, a transformed LCR circuit is seen, with element values given by

\[ C_w = \eta_w^2 \frac{E}{k_e}, \quad R_w = \frac{V_{in} k_m}{Q \eta_w}, \quad L_w = \frac{m_r}{\eta_w} \]  

(9)

\[ \eta_w^2 = \sqrt{\frac{E}{k_e}} \]  

(10)

Where \( W \) is beam width and the subscript denotes the electrode location at the very center of the resonator beam \( y= L_w/2 \) [16].

6. Circuit Design Using Clamped-Clamped Beam Micromechanical Resonator

In this section, resonator design is described for AM frequency. Notice to this point, the motional resistance in resonator output must be as low as possible to have a
convenient impedance matching. To decrease the impedance, DC voltage must be increased which limited by maximum allowable beam pull in voltage or technology. The pull in voltage calculated using

\[ V_p = \frac{8k}{27e_0W_Ld_0} \]  

(10)

The other ways are gap reduction and electrode area enhancement. Minimum gap determined by fabrication technology and reliability. Increase in electrode area is limited by resonator length which determine by resonant frequency.

6.1. Resonant frequency simulation

Calculated resonator dimensions to reach required specification and material properties are listed in table. 2.

By using calculated values, simulations are done using COMSOL for clamped-clamped beam. In Fig. 4 the first resonance frequency is shown.

We use first mode here. As shown in equations, resonant frequency varies with DC voltage. In Fig. 5 the variations of first mode frequency with apply voltage is shown. The value of resonant frequency in 25V reaches to 455 KHz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode number</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mode 2</td>
<td>1.35 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode 3</td>
<td>2.64 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode 4</td>
<td>4.36 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode 5</td>
<td>6.5 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To ensure the collapse doesn’t occur for beam, pull in voltage is calculated which is equal to 38V. In Fig. 6 effect of DC voltage on gap is illustrated.

6.2. Quality Factor Calculation

Energy dissipation in resonators during vibrations is depended on intrinsic structure parameters and environment condition which are cause damping. Many dissipation mechanisms exist in micromechanical resonators which are mentioned below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material property and design parameter’s value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L (resonator length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W (resonator width)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h (resonator depth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W (electrode width)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d (gap)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other resonant frequencies for higher modes are given in table. 3.

Energy dissipation in resonators during vibrations is depended on intrinsic structure parameters and environment condition which are cause damping. Many dissipation mechanisms exist in micromechanical resonators which are mentioned below.
6.2.1. Structural or Thermoelastic Damping

Beam bending during vibration, create heat gradient in structure. This gradient cause heat transfer from heater part to cooler part and this transformation causes energy loss. Quality factor due to this mechanism for a homogeneous structure is expressed as [17].

\[
Q_{\text{TED}} = \frac{E \alpha \omega \tau}{C_{\text{v}} T_0 \alpha \omega (1 + \alpha \omega \tau)^2} = \frac{C W^2}{C_{\text{v}} \pi^2} \tag{11}
\]

Where \(C_{\text{v}}, C_\tau, \alpha_\tau\) and \(\omega\) are specific heat, thermal conductivity, thermal expansion coefficient and resonant frequency respectively and for polysilicon these constants are listed in table. 2.

6.2.2. Air Damping

Air damping is an important loss mechanism in micro scale structure. When the structure moved, pulling out the air molecules from air gap cause force air damping. To define quality factor of this loss following equation can be used [18].

\[
Q_{\text{air}} = (2\pi)^{1/2} \rho h \omega \left( \frac{d_0}{2L_0 + 2W_0} \frac{RT}{M_{\text{mol}}} \right) \tag{12}
\]

with \(R = 8.314 \text{ m}^2 \text{K}^{-1} \text{mol}^{-1}\) as the universal gas constant and \(M_{\text{mol}}\) is the molar weight of gas which defines 28.96 g/mol for air.

6.2.3. Support Loss Damping

Part of energy given to the vibrating structure is lost in fixed anchors. The loss phenomena can be described by the wave propagation theory in the material. The supporting damping equation for a clamped-clamped beam resonator is written as [19]

\[
Q_{\text{sup}} = \phi_n \left( \frac{L}{h} \right)^3 \tag{13}
\]

Where \(\phi_n\) is the support loss coefficient of the resonator and for each resonance modes is different (for first mode it’s equal to 0.638).

6.2.4. Surface Loss Damping

Contamination at the resonator surface can also cause degradation of the quality factor. Equation to model this mechanism is illustrated here [19].

\[
Q_{\text{surface}} = \frac{W h_r}{3W + h_r} E \frac{\Delta \varepsilon}{2 \Delta \varepsilon} \tag{14}
\]

Where \(\Delta \varepsilon_{\text{rs}}\) referred to surface Young’s modulus and according to the experimental result it calculated 1.38. Finally, the total quality factor can be found by equation (14)

\[
\frac{1}{Q} = \frac{Q_{\text{TED}}}{Q} + \frac{1}{Q_{\text{surface}}} + \frac{1}{Q_{\text{air}}} + \frac{1}{Q_{\text{sup}}} \tag{15}
\]

Calculated quality factors and total Q are presented in TABLE 4. Pressure of ambient assumed 40mTorr.

Now with parameter found by simulation and calculated Q, mechanical and electrical circuit element can be calculated and listed in table 5.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Total Q} & \quad Q_{\text{sup}} & \quad Q_{\text{air}} & \quad Q_{\text{surface}} & \quad Q_{\text{TED}} \\
7714 & \quad 521501 & \quad 169563 & \quad 38013 & \quad 10469
\end{align*}
\]

7. Proposed Mixer-Filter Characteristic

To find the mixer-filter characteristic we use equivalent electrical circuit. With element listed in table 5 the equivalent circuit found and illustrated in Fig. 7. Port 1 is input electrode, port 2 is output electrode and port 3 is common port which is ground. The capacitance between port 3 and ground due to sio2 isolation layer on substrate is not shown. To find mixer-filter electrical characteristic we assume the frequency of RF and LO signal are 1.655 MHz and 2.11 MHz, respectively.

![Fig. 7. Electrical equivalent circuit](image-url)
As seen in Fig. 8, bandwidth and insertion loss of filter output is 8 kHz and 0.8 dB.

### 7.2. Linearity

Analytical formulations of the third-order input intercept point (IIP3) for a clamped-clamped beam are presented in [20] and it found by following equations

\[
V_{IIP3} = \left( \frac{1}{4} \frac{\varepsilon_0 A_0}{d_s} \frac{1}{K_{off}} (2\Theta_1 + \Theta_2') \right) + \frac{3}{4} \frac{\varepsilon_0 A_0}{d_s^2} \frac{V_{DC}}{K_{off}} \Theta_1 (\Theta_1 + 2\Theta_2') \right)
\]

\[
+ \frac{3}{2} \frac{\varepsilon_0 A_0}{d_s^2} \frac{V_{DC}^2}{K_{off}} \Theta_1 (\Theta_1 + 2\Theta_2')^{1/2}
\]

\[\Theta (\omega) = \frac{1}{1 - (\omega/\omega_0)^2} + j\omega/(Q\omega_0)\]

(16)

Although \(V_{IIP3}\) is widely used for expressing IIP3, some applications may prefer that IIP3 be expressed as a power instead. The IIP3 power \(P_{IIP3}\) can be determined from \(V_{IIP3}\) via the expression

\[P_{IIP3} = 10 \log \left( \frac{V_{IIP3}^2}{2(R_s + R_{T})} \right)\]

(17)

Where \(R_s\) is motional resistor and \(R_T\) is termination resistor. To put the design value in above equation \(P_{IIP3}\) can be determined from \(V_{IIP3}\) via the expression

\[P_{IIP3} = 10 \log \left( \frac{V_{IIP3}^2}{2(R_s + R_{T})} \right)\]

(18)

Where \(R_s\) is motional resistor and \(R_T\) is termination resistor. To put the design value in above equation \(P_{IIP3}\) can be determined from \(V_{IIP3}\) via the expression

\[P_{IIP3} = 10 \log \left( \frac{V_{IIP3}^2}{2(R_s + R_{T})} \right)\]

(19)

### 7.3. Isolation

In this section the isolation between RF, LO and IF port is presented. They defined by the effect of capacitor between related electrodes. Isolation can be found by simulation of the electrical circuit. RF and LO to IF isolation found 69 dB and 71 dB.

### 7.4. Conversion-Insertion Gain

The conversion-insertion gain of a mixer-filter is obtained by dividing the resonant output voltage amplitude by the input RF voltage amplitude

\[G_{CIG} = \frac{V_{out}}{V_{RF}} = \frac{\varepsilon_0 A_s \sqrt{m}}{2d_s h_{ef} \sqrt{K_{off} (C_p + C_T)} V_{DC} \Delta f_{DC}}\]

(20)

Where \(C_p\) is parasitic and next stage input capacitor. By ignoring parasitic and next stage’s input capacitor, the calculated conversion-insertion gain is 18 dB. Summary of mixer-filter characteristic is presented in table 6 and compare with [16].

### 8. Conclusion

Design and simulation of a mixer-filter for AM frequency is presented by MEMS technology. The RF cut off frequency of MEMS is very high (in range of hundreds of GHz) and mechanical resonator frequency is low (up to MHz). We try to use MEMS as a down converto mixer for converting high frequency to IF frequency application in most recent wireless system. Proposed mixer-filter with high selectivity (high Q around 7714) can down-convert the RF frequency of 1.655 MHz to IF frequency of 455 kHz with a bandwidth of 8 kHz by local oscillator frequency of 8.11 MHz. MEMS based circuit exhibit high linear behavior, in this design IIP3 was calculated 13.6 dB. This proposed mixer-filter uses only one resonator for mixing and filtering, therefore, it occupy less area rather than same micromechanical mixer-filter in this frequency. Another advantage is air gap which set to 1 μm and compare to other model with air gap around 130nm having simpler fabrication process and higher reliability. The most important benefit of MEMS based circuits is their power reduction which allows replacing them by conventional circuit in portable devices. This design is compatible with standard MEMS fabrication.
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